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That element of tragedy which lies in the very fact of frequency, has not yet wrought                

itself into the coarse emotion of mankind; and perhaps our frames could hardly bear              
much of it. If we had a keen vision and feeling of all ordinary human life, it would be like                    
hearing the grass grow and the squirrel’s heart beat, and we should die of that roar                
which lies on the other side of silence. As it is, the quickest of us walk about well wadded                   
with stupidity.  

 
- Middlemarch, George Eliot, Penguin Classics Edition, Ch. 20, p. 194 
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Introduction 
 

In times of anxiety or hesitation the night stalks us like a hungry cat, feeding from our                 

pain. In the light and movement of day we find comfort in distraction. But alone in the dark, or                   

even by the side of another, our anxieties begin to reign within us. Sometimes through these long                 

wide-eyed hours we find ourselves untangled in the morning, a calm resolve having settled over               

our raw emotions. Sometimes we awake, or simply rise from the dark, just as troubled as the                 

night found us, hoping only that we can find comfort in distraction - in putting off what is                  

difficult.  

However, under the weight of a great failure or disillusion, the days begin to change their                

aspect as well. Life begins to feel more like waiting; like watching others recede into an active                 

world which was once exhilarating and rosy. This change, this slow compression of tiny              

emotions, small griefs and disappointments, begin to erode one's sense of resolution. Firmness is              

difficult to maintain under such pressure. A young woman like Dorothea Brooke, the heroine of               

George Eliot’s Middlemarch, does not seem to be one to whom this would happen. One likes to                 

believe that her ardour, simplicity, affection, and above all her spiritual ambition, would protect              

her from such a common disease as disappointment.  

Yet these qualities lead a girl not yet twenty to accept a man twice her age, a man who                   

seemed to have a “great soul” lurking somewhere within him. A man with whom she believed                

there could be some spiritual and intellectual communion. Forgetting, perhaps in her ardour for              

greatness, that communion of affection, or even intellect, is not guaranteed by a man simply               

resembling the sloped features of Locke. To a mind as fertile as hers, a resemblance to so great a                   

man must be a mark of providence. Thus the sallow skin, the hairy moles, the insipid blinking,                 

all of which her younger sister Celia noticed well, were for Dorothea not the marks of a lonely                  

scholar, but divinity showing her a link in the chain of great men. Like etymologies that seem                 
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strong due to likeness in sound, Dorothea takes similarity of appearance to be a mark of great                 

ideas. Perhaps she does this out of a passion for greatness itself. Or, perhaps in this impetuous                 1

decision is a desire to turn away from societal norms and shock those who make them.                

Regardless, to be the helpmate of such a man - for who wouldn’t stoop at the foot of Locke or                    

Milton - was the form that Dorothea Brooke’s vague ambition took. If she had lived in another                 

time, say afterward, university might have given direction to her ardent passion, as well as               

furnishing it with information. If before, the ecstasies of a religious martyr might have satisfied               

her - if only she had been blessed with a religious order to reform. 

However, in the early 1830’s, when political reform swept England, yet reform in             

women’s lot was broadly unnoticed, the chance of a young and passionate girl following St.               

Téresa was unlikely. Miss Brooke was left to form her own path, with little guidance from what                 

society offered a “well bred” girl. One could cringe then at her decision to marry this old and                  

sallow man, or sympathize with her attempt at creating a life of meaning. This mistake, as many                 

will call it, occasions a more compassionate, and perhaps more selfish understanding of the              

world and of herself. Her great desire to be of use, to help others by sacrificing herself, was in                   

her teenage years consumed by an obsessive desire to oppress her own longings. We can see this                 

tendency from a short passage at the beginning of the novel:  

She loved the fresh air and the various aspects of the country, and when her eyes and                 
cheeks glowed with mingled pleasure she looked very little like a devotee. Riding was an               
indulgence which she allowed herself in spite of conscious qualms, she felt that she              
enjoyed it in a pagan, sensuous way, and always looked forward to renouncing it. (1, 10) 

 
Her sensuous nature exalts itself on horseback, but is drawn into greater ecstasy under               

the contemplation of renouncing it. She feels a religious high in this contemplation. Submitting              

herself to self-debasement is a way of self-gratification. As she lowers herself in an earthly way,                

1 Ibid, Ch. 48, p. 479  
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her soul soars above, viewing this renunciation of small pleasures from the height of religious               

ardour. However, she does not dare admit this dual pleasure to herself. When it is noticed by her                  

common-sense sister, “Dodo likes giving up”(2,18) she reddens with her rare blush of anger. The               

slow and painful process of reconciling herself to longing, desire, love, and sensuality press her               

into the form of a realistic, though perhaps not ideally useful person.  

This strange Heroine first begins to doubt the worthiness of her husband's work - a               

treatise entitled The Key to All Mythologies - on their wedding journey to Rome. Mr. Casaubon                

spends the majority of their honeymoon doing research, leaving his young wife to meditate on               

her decisions and his character. Here she becomes better acquainted with his second cousin, Will               

Ladislaw, a young man whom Mr. Casaubon has supported in life due to an unfortunate division                

of inheritance a generation back, leaving Mr. Ladislaw penniless. Will’s belief that Mr.             

Casaubon is unable to produce good work exaggerates the doubt in Dorothea’s mind. Having a               

less ideal relation to Mr Casaubon, Will sees through his seriousness to the timidity and egoism                

that lie beneath. 

However, it is not until the death of her husband that Dorothea assumes a new attitude                

towards devotion. Through this experience she realizes the superiority in her judgement over his,              

and gains just enough confidence to be firm in her conviction of rightness. However, this               

conviction is not enough to affect her actions. She is still bound by the idea that to act on her                    

longings is to abandon her husbands interests, even when her longings converge with what seems               

to be the “right” thing to do. To develop this I would like to explore what unfolds during the                   

night preceding Mr. Casaubon’s death in the first part of my paper. This scene offers an insight                 

into Dorothea’s character as well as her journey towards reconciliation and resolution within             

herself. I will compare this scene to another night spent in torment which occurs much later in                 

the novel. This second night precedes one of the most beautiful scenes in the story, in which                 
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Dorothea rises with a calm resolve to help another woman whom every normal and societal               

inclination would compel her to hate.  

The reason for exploring these two scenes is to understand how suffering and hesitation              

do or do not lead Dorothea to a clear sense of resolve. Much has changed in Dorothea’s vision of                   

herself between these two moments, and one of the most striking changes is her acceptance of                

longing, verging on a kind of religious eroticism. Before marriage her sensuous character sought              

this eroticism through renouncing earthly pleasure to gain a higher religious enjoyment. In many              

ways she retains this character of ‘giving up’, but it turns from rash and reactive renunciation to                 

calm sacrifice. This sacrifice in turn fulfils a sensual longing to be valuable.  

She has undergone a sort of metamorphosis to reach this moment. The development of              

her judgement, and her confidence in following it, climax the evening before she visits              

Rosamond. Through wallowing in her longings and selfish complaints, she is able to push them               

aside and clearly observe her place in the world. She reaches real resolve in this scene, allowing                 

her to manifest distinct and effective change. She is able to help someone else, and in her small                  

way cultivate the growing good of the world. In doing so, she receives an aid she did not expect,                   

one which transforms her future. This small moment of personal transformation, and the causes              

which affect it, can be seen as a model for transformations in the greater world - or, what we                   

might call reform. Unexpected influences, compression of circumstance, or restraints of an era             

are all causes which effect change, whether that be personal transformation or social, religious,              

political, or scientific reformation.  
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Part I: Hesitation and Death 
 

Still, there was a deep difference between that devotion to the living, and that 
indefinite promise of devotion to the dead. (48, 479) 
 

The weak physiognomy of Mr. Casaubon often kept him from restful sleep. In the night               

hours he would rise and Dorothea, from her youthful weariness, would wake and read to him.                

Such was the night before Mr. Casaubon’s death. This night however, instead of reading, Mr.               

Casaubon wished to go through his table of contents which organized the notes to his work                

collected over a period of thirty years; notes which had not yet been formed into that great work                  

he craved. “Dorothea was amazed to think of the bird-like speed with which his mind was                

surveying the ground where it had been creeping for years.” (48, 477) This unexpected lucidity                

suggests a common alertness present in people before death, and prepares the reader for what is                

to come. He uses this burst of lucidity as he used his life - hoarding semicolons and notes rather                   

than the mysteries themselves. It is his methodology of organization which occupies his last              

hours and not the content they serve to elucidate. If he had been a little more interested in the life                    

and vitality expressed by the mysteries, perhaps the lovely and kind wife sitting before him               

would have awoken affection, or at least pity.  

However, Mr. Casaubon lived more in death while attempting to understand the past -              

perhaps forgetting that this bygone era might have been the present for some vital and ardent                

soul. This realization might have warranted a more interactive scrutiny of his own present. As it                

was, he saw Dorothea in front of him as a kind of tool for his work.  

It was a proof of the force with which certain characteristics in Dorothea impressed              
those around her, that her husband, with all his jealousy and suspicion, had gathered              
implicit trust in the integrity of her promises, and her power of devoting herself to the                
idea of the right and best. Of late he had begun to feel that these qualities were a peculiar                   
possession for himself, and he wanted to engross them. (48,476)  
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These characteristics in Dorothea, as well as her husband’s belief that they somehow 

belonged to him, led Mr. Casaubon to make a request of her. Though slightly long, I believe a 

quotation of this passage is helpful: 

 
‘Before I sleep, I have a request to make, Dorothea’ 
‘What is it?’ said Dorothea, with dread in her mind.  
‘It is that you will let me know, deliberately, whether, in case of my death, you                

will carry out my wishes: whether, you will avoid doing what I should deprecate, and               
apply yourself to doing what I should desire.’ 

Dorothea was not taken by surprise: many incidents had been leading her to the              
conjecture of some intention on her husbands part which might make a new yoke for her.                
She did not answer immediately.  

‘You refuse?’ said Mr. Casaubon, with more edge in his tone.  
‘No, I do not yet refuse,’ said Dorothea, in a clear voice, the need of freedon                

asserting itself within her; ‘but it is too solemn -- I think it is not right -- to make a                    
promise when I am ignorant what it will bind me to. Whatever affection prompted I would                
do without promising.’ 

‘But you would use your own judgement: I ask you to obey mine, you refuse.’ 
‘No, dear, no!’ said Dorothea beseechingly, crushed by opposing fears. ‘But may            

I wait and reflect a little while? I desire to with my whole soul to do what will comfort                   
you; but I cannot give my pledge suddenly -- still less a pledge to do I know not what.’ 

‘You cannot then confide in the nature of my wishes?’ 
‘Grant me till to-morrow,’ said Dorothea beseechingly. 
‘Till to-morrow then,’ said Mr Casaubon. (48, 477) 

 
Here we see Dorothea’s emerging hesitation, rooted in a deep desire to be free and assert                

her own judgement rather than Mr. Casaubon’s. She is aware that there is something wrong in                

the nature of his request. To comply with a request of which the content is hidden is to give                   

yourself up to the ambitions of another - to make a whole person the vessel of another's wishes.                  

Mr. Casaubon, prodded by failure and the threat of obscurity, demands Dorothea become his              

slave. Even beyond the grave he wishes to inhabit her life and make it his own. In a worldly way                    

this kind of demand is morally abominable. However, in a religious sense it seems to extend into                 

the arena of blasphemy. When death begins to approach, Mr. Casaubon attempts to vanquish it               

by occupying the body of another. He does not accept what providence has given him in life and                  

cannot look at death as the christian gateway into the Kingdom of Heaven. We are not                
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necessarily surprised by the hypocrisy of this Rector, but it does compound the vileness of his                

request seen through the light of what he himself professed to believe.  

Dorothea’s hesitation then is complicated. It is not simply out of selfish desire that she               

falters - though this desire is present, and who wouldn't falter in this way? - but also out of an                    

emerging judgement upon an unclean request. This urge to refuse Mr. Casaubon is thwarted by               

her compassionate and devoted nature. She shrinks from an action which she knows will sting.               

To intentionally inflict pain upon another is something she detests, and to act in such a way                 

would threaten the belief she holds most dear. This belief, which is not simply categorized by                

any sect of christianity, consists in a simple impulse: 

That by desiring what is perfectly good, even when we don't quite know what it is                 
and cannot do what we would, we are part of the divine power against evil – widening                 
the skirts of light and making the struggle with darkness narrower. (39, 391-392) 

 
Dorothea states this belief in a conversation with Will Ladislaw prior to the night we are                

considering. They are alone in the drawing room of the Grange. Dorothea has come there to urge                 

her uncle toward taking a more active role in managing his estate. Here in the home of her                  

girlhood she remembers an enthusiasm and eloquence in expressing her feelings that Mr.             

Casaubon has begun to squash. She relaxes into her natural character with a relief that makes her                 

almost frightening to Will. She exudes a possibility for greatness that has been dusted over with                

boredom and self-abasing devotion.  

During the onset of hesitation before Mr. Casaubon's death, it is not clear to Dorothea               

which desire she should follow. Should she trust the feeling that suggests Mr. Casaubon's request               

to be improper, or, should she try to comfort her husband whose pain she could lesson? Her                 

religious belief does not clearly dictate which path is the right one to choose. Is the good, as she                   

has known it in the past, to submissively devote herself to the life of another, or to assert her own                    

freedom and make a judgement? This judgement would consist in judging her husband, as well               
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as determining the best future path for herself, both of which Mr. Casaubon wishes to control.                

One can see how her past, as well as a more superficial religion, might push her towards                 

submission in an exaltation of wifely devotion. However, a more profound and personal sense of               

religion suggests that if one is truly devoted to the “right and best”, Mr. Casaubon deserves to be                  

judged and refused. Dorothea has the right to attempt a better future for herself. The               

conversation between her and Will continues in this way, and may help us better understand her                

inward struggle: 

 
‘That is a beautiful mysticism – it is a –’ 
‘Please do not call it by any name,’ said Dorothea, putting out her hands entreatingly.               
‘You will say it is Persian, or something else geographical. It is my life. I have found it                  
out, and cannot part with it. I have always been finding out my religion since I was a                  
little girl. I used to pray so much – now I hardly ever pray. I try not to have desires                    
merely for myself, because they may not be good for others, and I have too much already.                 
I only told you, that you might know quite well how my days go at Lowick.’  
‘God bless you for telling me!’ said Will, ardently, and rather wondering at himself. They               
were looking at each other like two fond children who were talking confidentially of              
birds. (Ibid) 

 
Dorothea’s religion is not a set of moral values prescribed by a church. It is something far                 

more personal, something that has been crafted over years and loved with deep passion. This               

attachment makes it all the harder to part with in a moment of moral crisis. Her religion is deeply                   

informed by self-renunciation, this being an act clearly for the benefit of others. However, buried               

in this belief is a denial of desire and longing for oneself - not only in the gratification of them,                    

but in their very existence. She supresses her own longings so as not to look at them, so that they                    

do not haunt her and make her feel the depressions of her religion.  

The desires she mentions in the quote above follow upon a statement made just prior in                

which she says “I have no longings... ”(Ibid)Both of these statements are immediately qualified              

by saying, “I mean for myself”. This clarification undermines her denial of longing - for in her                 

self-sacrifice she desires to create a certain kind of identity continuous with renunciation. She              
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sees herself exalted in this state, longing to be a kind of St. Teresa with the power to reform a                    

religious order. Like the quote in the introduction where she looks forward to the renunciation of                

horseback riding, her religion of self-renunciation gratifies her vanity and gives her a sensuous              

pleasure.  

I do not of course mean to say that Dorothea is all selfishness and egoism, only that she is                   

not a saint who floats above all human lots. She must reckon with desire like the rest of us, and                    

like most of us, she must acknowledge that she has them, and further what they are.  

This crisis of religion underlies her hesitation as Casaubon falls back asleep and she lies               

awake considering his request. “For four hours Dorothea lay in this conflict, till she felt ill and                 

bewildered, unable to resolve, praying mutely. Helpless as a child which has sobbed and sought               

too long, she fell into a late morning sleep…”(48, 480) When she wakes in the morning Casaubon                 

is gone. She goes to find him in the library and when he asks her if she will give him her answer                      

so as to put his tired mind at ease, she answers “May I come out to you in the garden                    

presently?”(Ibid) so as to win a little more time. She feels hesitation to be her only power, for in a                    

moment when you see no way to translate your intention or thought into action, the only hope                 

you have is that a miracle will somehow save you. Though perhaps unconscious, her hesitation               

serves a possibly sinister desire - one that she would certainly not let herself look at.  

And we all know the difficulty of carrying out a resolve when we secretly long that                
it may be unnecessary. In such states of mind the most incredulous person has a private                
leaning towards miracle: impossible to conceive how our wish could be fulfilled, still -              
very wonderful things have happened! (60, 603) 

 
When your life is threatened by the obligations of another, when you feel another urge               

you to devote yourself to fruitless work for years on end - and when other meaningful work begs                  

to be done in the world! How can one blame a soul for harboring such sentiments? How can one                   
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not mourn the death of their future, and pray that some unknown act will save them? It has been                   

a long while now and she must go to the Yew Tree Walk and meet her husband.  

Dorothea, feeling very weary, rang and asked Tantripp to bring her some wraps. She              
had been sitting still for a few minutes, but not in any renewal of the former conflict: she                  
simply felt that she was going to say ‘Yes’ to her own doom: she was too weak, too full of                    
dread at the thought of inflicting a keen-edged blow on her husband to do anything but                
submit completely. She sat still and let Tantripp put on her bonnet and shawl, a passivity                
which was unusual with her, for she liked to wait on herself. (48, 480 - 481) 

 
This complete submission is very different from the resolved submission she adorns            

earlier in marriage. This moment is not a continuous change which translates hateful energy               2

into resolve, but rather a complete resignation - loss of energy. One can begin to notice her                 

becoming old as she realizes what she must do. Without animation, she can no longer wait on                 

herself, but is obliged to have her maid Tantripp wrap her in clothes. She sees in her future the                   

“days, the months, the years which she must spend in sorting what might be called shattered                

mummies, and fragments of a tradition which was itself a mosaic wrought from crushed ruins –                

sorting them as food for a theory which was already withered in the birth like an elfin                 

child.”(48,478) There is no life and energy awaiting her, her future has been cut short; and what is                  

being young if not imagining a future full of life and unknown expectations? There is something                

unnatural in a young person whose future is robbed, though their age may stay the same, they                 

begin to wear the attitude of weathered years. She has become like the elfin child whose soft                 

baby skin withered into something quite unlike itself - but she can do nothing to reverse the                 

damage.  

This thievery begins the night before when Mr. Casaubon, due to “some uneasiness in a               

reclining posture”(48,476) could not sleep. His candle wakes Dorothea who “in her young             

2 “Dorothea sat motionless in her meditative struggle, while the evening slowly deepened into night. But the struggle 
changed continually, as that of a man who begins with a movement towards striking and ends with conquering his 
desire to strike. The energy that would animate a crime is not more than is wanted to inspire a resolved submission, 
when the noble habit of the soul reasserts itself”( 42, 427) 
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wearniness had slept soon and fast.”(Ibid) We have already discussed the reading they do              

together, and the request he makes - but I would like to draw attention to her inability to fall back                    

into the sleep of young wearniness. She is now consumed by something else, an older anxiety.                

He robs her of rest, what would otherwise replenish her energy.  

In the Yew Tree Walk the next morning, Dorothea finds her husband in the              

summer-house off the path. His arms are resting on the table, and his brow bowed low - in an                   

attitude he had taken of late when she read to him, and which seemed to be easier than any other.                    

Perhaps an act of providence, perhaps nature saving her from untimely doom, or perhaps not               

surprisingly at all, her husband was dead. Dorothea never gave her answer. 

As readers, we are shown that death is imminent - but Dorothea noticed signs as               

well...and hesitated. The relief she is given through Casaubon’s death is not through her own               

power; she does not have control. Yet, throughout the affair she was not always as passive as she                  

was in the last moments, when Tantripp draped her with wraps. Her hesitation served as a kind                 

of agency when no other decision could be resolved upon. It is her hesitation which allows her                 

story to continue. Not having to answer ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to Casaubon’s request allows Dorothea to                

remain young, it returns her stolen future.  

Her hesitation allows her to remain neutral, and although neutrality can be seen as lack of                

agency, why must we demand agency play a role in transformative moments? Often it is not by                 

our own doing that we undergo some momentus shift.  

If she had answered ‘yes’ she would have been obliged to do work she knew was                

meaningless, “his failing life was to be eked out by hers”(48,480). And what a task for a person                  

who yearns to be of use in the world! Of course, she could be dishonest and not do his will - but                      

then she would have held the guilt, a feeling she does not seem well suited for. If ‘no’, guilt                   

again would have eaten her. His death would have appeared to her as a result of her refusal, for                   
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she has a history of blaming herself when her husband’s health is attacked. Either way, if she                 3

had not maintained neutrality, the novel must have taken an inward turn onto Dorothea’s moral               

struggle, rather than an outward one onto what she can affect in the world.  

Part II: Metamorphosis and The Blue Boudoir 
 

With dim lights and tangled circumstance they tried to shape their thought and deed              
in noble agreement; but after all, to common eyes their struggles seemed mere             
inconsistency and formlessness; for these later born Theresa's were helped by no            
coherent social faith and order which could perform the function of knowledge for the              
ardently willing soul.  

                                                                                       - Middlemarch, Prelude, p. 3 
 

Before we focus on the second night under consideration, and the following morning’s             

visit to Rosamond Vincy, it will be useful to look at what has changed between these two events.                  

How has Dorothea evolved? There are two major themes I would like to discuss: how her                

judgement has developed throughout her marriage and the codicil left her in Casaubon’s will.              

The codicil catalyzes a metamorphosis in Dorothea, allowing her to follow her judgement with              

new found freedom. We will go backwards in the chronology of the novel to observe this                

development, hoping it will help us understand her crisis and hesitation in the first night, and her                 

calm resolve in the second.  

Her judgement, though always strong and opinionated, is rash and reactive before            

marriage. This reactivity can be noticed in the scene where Celia and Dorothea examine their               

mothers jewels, when she renounces horseback riding, and most of all in her acceptance of Mr.                

Casaubon’s marriage proposal. She is full of idealism and illusion, she does not quite              4

understand her decisions but feels an impulse that she follows. To Celia and others these               

decisions look like inconsistencies - she must either renounce all claim to the jewels or take her                 

3 When Mr. Casaubon has a stroke in the library Dorothea blames herself for reacting strongly to Mr. Ladislaw’s 
letter. She believes that her outburst caused his attack.  
4 Jewel scene: 1,13. Proposal: 5, 44-45 
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fair share. For Dorothea, these decisions are guided by a great feeling. The lovely emeralds set in                 

diamonds hold such a well of heavenly color when the sun strikes them, that it is not worldly                  

adornment that she is drawn to, but the spiritual inspiration they provoke.  

Much of this idealism is checked in finding what her marriage is in reality - in                

discovering that her devotion is thwarted when eager and forced when resistant. Instead of              

working in fellowship with her husband, she found herself despising his ideas. Yet nonetheless              

she was asked to oblige his judgement rather than her own. After marriage, the codicil exposes                

Mr. Casaubon’s character, inflicting a metamorphosis in Dorothea which destroys sympathetic           

memory to his vices. She is left more than ever to believe that her judgement is superior to his.                   

Or, in other words, more devoted to the “right and best”. Perhaps after reading the codicil she                 

would have been able to unite the judgement that Mr Casaubon’s request was wrong with the act                 

of refusing him, but this union is only possible after the codicil depletes her sympathy. I will                 

discuss this in more detail towards the end of this section.  

The mistrust of her husband however, begins long before his death. As discussed briefly              

in the introduction it emerges as early as their wedding journey to Rome. Here, Dorothea begins                

to feel that fellowship between herself and Casaubon will not work, and he begins to see her as a                   

critic brought within doors. As a way to map Dorothea’s inward struggle between devotion to her                

husband and growing confidence in herself, I would like to examine moments when she is alone.                

It is in these moments that her heart yields to frustration and sorrow, for a woman “habitually                 

controlled by pride on her own account and thoughtfulness for others”(20,192) can only abandon              

herself to such bitterness when she feels securely alone.  

When she returns to Lowick the blue-green boudoir that had belonged to Mr. Casaubon’s              

mother becomes her refuge. It is the only room in Lowick Manor that is minutely described. As                 

readers we can see the bow window looking down the avenue of limes, the furniture of a faded                  
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blue, and the miniatures of ladies and gentlemen with powdered hair hanging in a group. A                

tapestry hangs over the door reflecting a blue-green world with a pale stag. Scattered around are                

tables and chairs with thin legs easy to upset. A small bookshelf stands in the corner with                 

volumes of “polite” literature.  

The room is chosen for Dorothea’s particular use by Celia when they first visit Lowick               

before the marriage - Dodo not having any particular interest in making decisions for herself in                

regards to her future home. When she returns after being in Rome its countenance begins to                

change, as if all the lovely little nuances began to reflect her disappointed union.  

...when Dorothea passed from her dressing room into the blue-green boudoir that            
we know of, she saw the long avenue of limes lifting their trunks from a white earth, and                  
spreading their white branches against the dun and motionless sky. The distant flat             
shrank in uniform whiteness and low hanging uniformity of cloud…. 

….The duties of her married life, contemplated as so great beforehand, seemed to             
be shrinking with the furniture and the white vapor-walled landscape… 

….Her blooming full-pulsed youth stood there in a moral imprisonment which           
made itself one with the chill, colourless, narrowed landscape, with the shrunken            
furniture, the never read books, and the ghostly stag in a pale fantastic world that seemed                
to be vanishing from the daylight. (28, 273 - 275) 

 
The snowy and cold world begins to enter her feelings. It shrinks to fit the little bow                 

window which makes her visible world, a small enclosure in which she is held captive. As we                 

move forward through the scenes in which Dorothea is alone in her boudoir, the state of the                 

outside world plays as a background to her feelings. At moments, her surroundings seem to               

absorb her into the estate and furniture of Lowick. One can feel how her imprisonment, which is                 

described as a moral one, threatens to capture her physically as well. Like the stag in the tapestry                  

she begins to fade into this cold, shrinking world. Later, during the early dawn before she visits                 

Rosamond, the outside world looks in upon her with a different effect. It draws her out of her                  

imprisonment rather than forcing her into her own misery.  

All existence seemed to beat with a lower pulse than her own, and her religious               
faith was a solitary cry, the struggle out of a nightmare in which every object was                
withering and shrinking away from her...till her wandering gaze came to the group of              
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miniatures, and there at last she saw something which had gathered new breath and              
meaning: it was the miniature of Mr. Casaubon’s aunt Julia, who had made the              
unfortunate marriage - of Will Ladislaw’s grandmother. (28, .275) 

 
In a state of imprisonment, action as well as motivation shrink. Her religion is the only                

firm belief she can cling to. The strength found in this belief might, for a while, help push back                   

the rush of cold, dark, and damp that exudes from Lowick and her marriage. However, it might                 

also be a part of what allows her to notice the miniature. There must be some remnant of                  

happiness and goodness in one's heart to be able to find it again in an object. This miniature of                   

Will’s grandmother has grown powerful through the memory of conversations with Will in             

Rome. Looking at his ancestor she can feel the reality of his existence, and more than that, the                  

existence of a person who values her. Will does not treat her with the simpering deference of Sir                  

Chettam, nor with the cold reserve of her husband. He listens to her attentively and engages with                 

her ideas. With him, she does not feel like a burden, but rather feels the light gladness of                  

friendship.  

The feeling that something new has gathered meaning, and is growing in your affections,              

is a powerful reminder that you are alive. You can feel your heart beat, and your fingers grow                  

warm with a greater movement of blood. “The colors deepened, the lips and chin seemed to get                 

larger, the hair and eyes seemed to be sending out light...The vivid presentation came like a                

pleasant glow to Dorothea: she felt herself smiling…”(Ibid) Seeing this miniature returns her to a               

feeling of warm activity which had begun to shrink. She remembers her husband and her               

previous resolution to help him. Feeling her duty renewed, mingled with shame and dread that it                

was renewed by another man, she runs from her boudoir with a fresh and irrepressible impulse to                 

be of use.  

This reminder of goodness and life does not drive her to confront her husband, but it does                 

renew an attempt at fellowship. She believes that tenderness is still possible in her marriage, that                
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she can still be his helpmate. Perhaps Will was mistaken in Rome, perhaps Mr. Casaubon’s work                

is worthy of complete devotion. What does not cross her mind, nor does it cross Mr. Casaubon’s,                 

is if he is worthy of her devotion and renewed tenderness.  

The next moment we see Dorothea in her boudoir could have been directly after the               

episode just discussed. Though in reality it takes place later; perhaps days, weeks, months - it is                 

unclear. She has gone out into the gravel walks to offer aid to her husband, like she thought of                   

doing when she ran from her boudoir in the scene above. Her ardent offer is repulsed - and under                   

the intense feeling of rejection, anger, and disappointment she hides in her refuge.  

She went up to her boudoir. The open bow window let in the serene glory of the                 
afternoon lying in the avenue, where the lime trees cast long shadows. But Dorothea              
knew nothing of the scene. She threw herself on a chair, not knowing she was in the                 
dazzling sun-rays: if there were discomfort in that, how could she not tell that it was not                 
part of her inward misery? (42, 424 -425) 

 
The bright outside world again absorbs her, but now she cannot notice its effect - she is in                  

the reaction of a strong and rebellious anger. Yet, sitting in the dazzling rays of sun, one cannot                  

but remember a different scene of jewels glistening in the light. These wells of color also                

produced a rebellious spirit, though from different causes. In both moments she allows herself to               

be lost in a feeling - to forget her duties or principles and to be consumed by beauty or anger - all                      

else falls away in the background. The world becomes her feeling - the discomfort of the sun is                  

only her misery made physical.  

Instead of tears there came words: - ‘What have I done? - what am I - that he                  
should treat me so?... 

She began to hear herself and was checked into stillness. Like one who has lost his                
way and is weary, she sat and saw as in one glance all the paths of her young hope which                    
she should never find again… Now she said bitterly, ‘It is his fault, not mine.’ In the jar                  
of her whole being, Pity was overthrown. Was it her fault that she had believed in him -                  
had believed in his worthiness? - And what, exactly was he? - She was able enough to                 
estimate him - she who waited on his glances with trembling, and shut her best soul in                 
prison, paying it only hidden visits, that she might be petty enough to please him. In such                 
a crisis as this, some women begin to hate.  (Ibid) 
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Her outburst of words is not typical. We have seen before, in Rome for example, the                 

need for sobs. In moments of overwhelming grief, words are cheap and tears are a better                

expression. But anger and rebellion call for something sharper than tears - ‘It is his fault, and not                  

mine’, she says bitterly in an attempt to ease the pressure of her anger - and in doing so, pity is                     

overthrown. This judgement then, that her husband is wrong, is not pure. It is still rash and                 

reactive, and though it might be true it is not found through reflective calm. It shows that                 

Dorothea has ceased believing in her husband as a God, but not that she has become judicious.  

However, she does not end hating him. What occurs to halt this fate? She decides to ring                 

her bell and say that she will not come to dine this evening. But before she can do this Tantripp                    

tells her that Mr. Casaubon wishes to dine alone. She is stripped of the small satisfaction that                 

comes through spiteful avoidance, and what is worse is that his solitude is most likely               

indifference. The ensuing struggle follows the evening into night, and as the outside world              

changes, the struggle does as well. She feels her rebellious energy transformed into a resolved               

submission. Through a “litany of pictured sorrows and silent cries” (42, 426) she becomes the               5

mercy to his pain, and resolves to wait for him. If he does not come she would go to him, and run                      

the risk of incurring another pang, “She would never again expect anything else.” (Ibid) 

The scene ends with them walking down the hall hand in hand after they have met on the                  

stairwell, her having waited for him to leave the library. It is a tender moment in which he is                   

surprised by her attentiveness, and tells her that she need not waist her youth by watching. A                 

statement like this could be bitter, but he says it with gratitude which can make many neutral                 

phrases affectionate. This small tenderness is what truly keeps her from hating. The resolved              

submission made it possible, but without some sort of kind remark, all might have dissolved into                

hatred. 

5 This moment is discussed in the first part as well in relation to the complete submission she feels the morning of 
her husband's death. The full quote can be found in footnote 2. 
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As you turn the page however, the next book entitled “The Dead Hand” disturbs your               

tender memory of husband and wife walking hand in hand. The image of Persephone is evoked,                

a young girl being lead into the land of the dead by a disembodied organ. The world of the                   

living, of brightness and activity is left behind. This image is strengthened by one last moment                

we shall discuss in the blue-green boudoir. It takes place the morning before Mr. Casaubon               

makes his request and then dies. She has just returned from church where she has seen Will                 

Ladislaw, but was not able to speak to him.  

… About Will Ladislaw there had been a difference between them from the first,              
and it had ended, since Mr Casaubon had so severely repulsed Dorothea’s strong feeling              
about his claims on the family property, by her being convinced that she was in the right                 
and her husband in the wrong, but that she was helpless. 

...She longed for work which would be directly beneficent like the sunshine and             
the rain, and now it appeared that she was to live more and more in a virtual tomb,                  
where there was the apparatus of a ghostly labour producing what would never see the               
light. To-day she had stood at the door of the tomb and seen Will Ladislaw receding into                 
the distant world of warm activity and fellowship - turning his face towards her as he                
went. (48, 475) 

 
Here, we see the culmination of her judgement. She has become judicious with regard to               

her husband, and though affection and friendship taint her feelings for Will, she has reflected on                

his right to a proper inheritance. However, she still feels helpless to do anything. She has not                 

morphed into a being of real rebelion. Of course, she is unaware of the jealousy and                

self-consciousness that this young man provokes in her husband. Thus she is convinced that she               

is reasonable in her estimation of the situation. She has not yet acknowledged that her yearning                

towards Will is one of the heart, and not simply economic generosity. Nevertheless her              

judgement is not rash and reactive, it is passionate as well as reflective. 

This struggle is what precedes her crisis the following night. As we have seen, however,               

she is saved from answering her husband's request due to his sudden death.  
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We have now traced the development of Dorothea’s judgement up to the point of              

Casaubon’s death. Her confidence in deciding what is worthy of devotion and what is not has                

improved, though she is still unable to act on this judgement. However, this inability saves her                

from a future of guilt by causing her to hesitate.  

After Casaubon’s death Dorothea learns of the codicil to his will. He must have written               

this supplement before he made the request of her in the night to “avoid doing what I should                  

deprecate, and apply yourself to doing what I should desire.”(48, 477) The codicil clarifies that               

the request did not simply regard his work, which is what Dorothea had presumed, but went                

deeper into his jealousy and self-doubt. The codicil states that if Dorothea re-marry she must               

give up her inherited fortune and estate - but only if she marry Will Ladislaw, and no one else.  

Bound by a pledge given from the depths of her pity, she would have been capable                
of undertaking a toil which her judgement whispered was vain for all uses except that               
consecration of faithfulness which is a supreme use. But now her judgement, instead of              
being controlled by duteous devotion, was made active by the embittering discovery that             
in her past union there had lurked the hidden alienation of secrecy and suspicion. (50,               
493) 

 
The codicil destroy any lingering guilt Dorothea harbored. The memory of her husband is              

smirched, allowing her to dislike him without remorse or reservation. Now, she has a reason to                

hate him - a reason cultivated by his bad action and not her thwarted feelings or disappointed                 

expectations. Her judgement cries out in an independent voice, much greater than a whisper, that               

she is not bound to anything - that her life is her own and will not be forced into the shape of                      

human failure. Yet, one can see her allegiance to devotion in this moment. She recognizes that if                 

she had agreed to Casaubon’s request, she would have carried out his will as a “consecration of                 

faithfulness”. But in her reply there only would have been the agreement to fulfill his work - that                  

was all she anticipated. The words “avoid doing what I should deprecate” do not stand out and                 
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proclaim their gross motives. However, the codicil had consequences that Mr. Casaubon did not              

anticipate:  

She might have compared her experience at that moment to the vague, alarmed             
consciousness that her life was taking on a new form, that she was undergoing a               
metamorphosis in which memory could not adjust itself to the stirring of new organs.…              
Her world was in a convulsive change; the only thing she could say distinctly to herself                
was, that she must wait and think anew. One change terrified her as if it had been a sin;                   
it was a violent shock of repulsion from her departed husband ... Then again she was                
conscious of another change which also made her tremulous; it was a sudden strange              
yearning of the heart towards Will Ladislaw. (50, 490) 

 
This change of feeling - this release of emotion - marks her metamorphosis. As dislike               

and independence flourish, the realization of another kind sneaks in. Casaubon has given her a               

direction for her passion, which a lack of education and societal hindrances has left abstract. Will                

Ladislaw is offered in this moment under new light. She had never before thought he could be her                  

lover. But now, knowing Mr. Casaubon considered the possibility, she begins to feel a strange               

yearning. The codicil vindicates her judgement - it paves the possibility of acting according to her                

own determinations.  

Now that we have examined the evolution of Dorothea’s judgement, and how the codicil              

spurred her dislike, we can move to the second scene in which Dorothea is forced to overcome                 

herself. Here, her ability to act is not paralyzed. A new feeling of obligation, as well as her avid                   

determination to be of use, push her through an incredibly painful struggle and leave her with a                 

resolution to help another person. I would like to explore how this moment of self-sacrifice is                

different from her previous moments of rash and reactive self-renunciation.  

Part III. Rosamond 
 

Marriage is so unlike everything else. There is something even awful in the             
nearness it brings. Even if we loved someone else better … marriage drinks up all our                
power of giving and getting any blessedness in that sort of love… it may be very dear -                  
but it murders our marriage - and then the marriage stays with us like a murder - and                  
everything else is gone.  

- Dorothea speaking to Rosamond 81,797 
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So far, this essay has focused on Dorothea - “but why always Dorothea?”(29, 278) We               

must not consider her alone, as if she lived in a sealed tube. George Eliot shows through her                  

novel that a human life is not the creation of one consciousness, but the combined effort of many                  

wills, desires, decisions, and follies belonging to the people around us. Like the image of the web                 

used throughout the novel, when one part breaks the whole structure shudders.  

Such is the effect of trouble in community. As Dorothea evolves, the town of              

Middlemarch also undergoes a metamorphosis. The scandal of the prominent banker Mr.            

Bulstrode, and its consequences for Dr. Lydgate, form the background for Dorothea’s world - as               

her position as a rich and unusual young widow form the background for theirs. These worlds                

intersect when young Dr. Lydgate, who arrives in Middlemarch as a medical reformer, visits              

Dorothea to discuss plans for a new hospital. This project had previously been under the               

supervision of Mr. Bulstrode, but due to his current disgrace he is not able to fund the project. I                   

will not go into the particulars of this scandal, for it forms the subject of another paper. However,                  

it is necessary to remember that this trouble exists and is of a disgraceful nature - for that greatly                   

affects the meeting between Dr. Tertius Lydgate and Dorothea Brooke.  

This meeting is soon transformed by Dorothea into a confessional - or more appropriately              

a vindication - for Dr. Lydgate. She asks him to confide his trouble to her, and soon discovers                  

that his recent marriage to Rosamond Vincy has made this trouble almost unbearable.             

Rosamond, though beautiful and educated at Mrs. Lemons School for Girls, has a secretive and               

obstinate nature, tempered little by affection. Dorothea asks leave to go to this woman whom she                

knows little of, and to speak to her on behalf of her husband - hoping to help them both.  

She does go to Rosamond, but is surprised to find her alone with Will Ladislaw. Their                

hands are clasped and faces close, her perfectly smooth cheeks lined with tears. The shock of                
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such a scene, and the painful memory of seeing them alone together once before, leaves               

Dorothea in a state of total confusion, as she does not yet realize her heartbreak. 

It was as if she had drunk a great drought of scorn that stimulated her beyond the                 
susceptibility to other feelings. She had seen something so far below her belief, that her               
emotions rushed back from it and made an excited throng without an object...She never              
felt anything like this triumphant power of indignation in her married life...and she took it               
as a sign of new strength. (77, 775) 

 
With this energy Dorothea drives to Freshitt, ready to champion Lydgate so much the              

more now that she has seen another hidden division within his marriage. She visits the school                

house and talks to the master and mistress about the new bell, she stops and discusses crops and                  

soil with Master Bunny “getting up a dramatic sense that her life was very busy.”(80,784) While                

the day lasts she fuels herself on scorn and activity - attempting to bury grief by distraction.                 

However, the limit of resistance approaches with the coming evening, and upon her return to               

Lowick manor she sinks back “helplessly within the clutch of inescapable anguish.”(80,786) And             

with hands pressed to her head moans out ‘Oh, I did love him!’  

In this exclamation, and the hours of struggle to come, Dorothea begins to understand her               

longing. She allows herself unchecked despair. She does not hinder her selfish cries, wishing              

that Will had never intruded upon her life and that he might have stayed among the crowd of                  

whom she asked nothing - “but only prayed that they might be less contemptible.”(80,787) She               

betrays a small, well hid part of her character in this moment. Her love of humanity, her belief in                   

the good, is exposed as an abstract love - one that sees itself above and better than the rest. It is                     

only through the honesty of this thought that she begins to overcome this abstraction; through a                

complete outpouring of emotion she reaches calm self-possession and truly inhabits the needs of              

another. It is perhaps necessary to wrestle with ones selfish desires, and own them, in order to be                  

useful to others.  
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So here she remains, bare on the floor, seeking “hardness and coldness and aching              

weariness to bring her relief from the mysterious incorporeal might of her anguish.”(80, 786)              

Eventually, her cries lose energy and the sobs which “shake her grand woman's frame”(Ibid) lull               

her to sleep.  

In the chill hours of the morning twilight, when all was dim around her, she               
awoke… with the clearest consciousness that she was looking into the eyes of sorrow ….               
She had waked to a new condition: she felt as if her soul had been liberated from her                  
terrible conflict; she was no longer wrestling with her grief, but could sit down with it as                 
a lasting companion and make it a sharer in her thoughts.  

… She said to her own irremediable grief, that it would make her more helpful,               
instead of driving her back from effort. (80, 787) 

 
Long ago, in her blue-green boudoir, she feared lest her thoughts become her sole              

companions. Though being alone does not scare her, it is another, fuller sort of fellowship that                

she hungered for. Now, grief and thought seem to be the only sharers in her future, and yet her                   

consciousness is clear; she is no longer fighting. She accepts her present and future reality, and                

implores her grief to be an impulse to action. Rather than defining her world negatively, she feels                 

the possibility of her grief giving her new value - of it making her useful to other people.  

And what sort of crisis might not this be in three lives whose contact with hers laid                 
an obligation on her as if they had been suppliants bearing the sacred branch? … ‘What                
should I do now - how should I act now, this very day if I could clutch my own pain, and                     
compel it to silence, and think of those three!’ (80,788) 

 
To clutch one’s pain and compel it to silence. This is not the martyrdom she dreamed of                 

in her marriage. That rash self-renunciation was not drawn from the hard obligation of existing in                

a social world. In marriage she sought a man to rescue and help, her fancy sought villagers for                  

whom she could build cottages, she believed she could choose the people she helped. That kind                

of aid is more often than not a project of vanity. Real aid comes through real sacrifice, through a                   

true realization that we are obligated, as if in a web, to those around us. Through a burst of                   

selfish complaining she is able to silence herself, making space for her judgement to freely               
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emerge and consider those three who approach her as suppliants. This silencing wounds her, but               

also gives her purpose and value. It carves a space in the world where she can fulfill a deep                   

sensuous longing to be of use. Perhaps before she thought that fulfilling this longing would be                

joyful, that the ecstasy of St. Theresa was the highest form of pleasure, but here - alone in her                   

room - yet being pulled into that involuntary pulse of life - she feels the aching pang of giving up                    

love for the good of another.  

To clutch one’s pain and compel it to silence is not martyrdom because it does not flaunt                 

itself. It does not say ‘praise my devotion and sacrifice!’. Yet neither is it repression of longing.                 

In the horseback riding of long ago, she views her renunciation with pleasure. It is the                

renunciation itself that constitutes her erotic satisfaction - and in this way it is merely a negative                 

understanding of longing riddled with masochism. Now, she is fully released from her erotic              

repression. She does not feel the sacrifice itself as a pleasure, for she is giving up something she                  

truly loves and longs for. But in this hollow feeling she creates value for herself. Her                

metamorphosis is complete - she emerges from her cocoon and, opening her curtains she looks               

out onto the waking world: 

On the road there was a man with a bundle on his back and a woman carrying her                  
baby; in the field she could see figures moving... Far off in the bending sky was the pearly                  
light; and she felt the largeness of the world and the manifold wakings of men to labor                 
and endurance. She was part of that involuntary, palpitating life, and could neither look              
out on it from her luxurious shelter as a mere spectator, nor hide her eyes in selfish                 
complaining. (80, 788) 

 
Though sad, Dorothea understands her position in the world anew. Rid of the obligation              

which bound her to her husbands judgement and selfish seclusion, she feels herself             

simultaneously as an individual of worth and a member of that great mass called humanity. She                

is not bound to it as a slave, but as a fellow. Like Mr. Farebrother, a loved though unapolistic                   

clergyman, she is beginning to understand that her great act might be something truly tragic. The                
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sacrifice that Farebrother makes in helping Fred Vincy win Mary Garth, requires that he also               

clutch his pain and compel it to silence. It is a weathered sacrifice stripped of idealism. One                 

could only decipher his pain from a shrug in the shoulder as he walks away - the rest dissolves                   

into the living world around him, into the insects and plants he likes to categorize. 

Dorothea has also weathered, though she retains her youthful energy. She is not depleted              

after sleeping on the cold, hard floor. Her young strength sustains her and she wakes with a                 

healthy body. Yet her expectations of idealism, greatness, and happiness have shrunk - they have               

morphed into the more ordinary, though no less tragic, feelings of disappointed love. 

Dorothea wished to acknowledge that she had not the less an active life before her               
because she had buried a private joy; and the tradition that fresh garments belonged to               
all initiation, haunting her mind, made her grasp after even that slight outward help              
towards calm resolve. For that resolve was not easy. (80, 789) 

 
Though difficult, she has finally reached a decision. This new, calm resolve is constituted              

of a different sort of energy than the resolved submission of her marriage, or the complete                

submission at its end. It is neither rebellious and angry energy that has been subdued, nor is it                  

complete resignation. She feels the pulse of the living world rush through her window, and as it                 

mixes with her heightened sense of duty, value, and confidence, she is able to transform her grief                 

into active and calm resolve. This transformation, like the moment in which she is saved from                

responding to Casaubon’s terrible request, is not totally through her own power. It is evoked in                

her by that involuntary beating of life - the remembrance that she is part of a webbed world and                   

obliged to the beings who make it their home.  

She feels new fellowship with those more common mortals, those who have “slipped             

below their own intention.”(50,494) She knows what it is to “love what is great, and try to reach                  

it, and yet fail.”(76,764) Her disappointment in marriage, in her late husband's work and character,               

and finally in the goodness of Will Ladislaw, helps her understand the failure of others. She is                 
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less judgemental of those who do not rise to the expectations of their youth, seeing that they are                  

often hindered by forces never foreseen. Previously she had despised women for not making              

more of their lives. Now, perhaps, she sees that many only made what they could from narrow                 

circumstance - that their great acts were invisible to public scrutiny and were rarely manifested               

in great reform. Yet, it is another woman who transforms Dorothea’s future. 

Thou, Earth, also stood unshaken this night,  
And now breathe refreshed before me, 
Beginning to surround me with pleasure; 
You arouse and move in me a strong resolution, 
Constantly to strive towards the highest existence.  6

 
Like each chapter in Middlemarch, the one in which Dorothea and Rosamond meet             

begins with a quote. These epigrams serve to adjust the reader by setting a sort of mood under                  

which the story can be felt. This quote from Goethe’s Faust reminds us again of palpitating life -                  

a force which carries Dorothea through her night of misery, and in the fresh morning moves                

within her as a strong and calm resolution. Its effect is so different from the bright sunlight or the                   

cold shrinking world that imprisoned her in moral confusion. The language of this poetry is               

undoubtedly erotic - the life that moves in her is a carressing force, it surrounds her with a                  

pleasure unlike she knew before. It is a sort of re-birth, for she always strove toward greatness                 

but now she does so in a small way - perhaps in a more grown-up way. She does not attempt to                     

re-house the villagers or discover the best mode of political economy - she only hopes to help                 

one woman find her way through a difficult marriage. Perhaps this existence is the highest she                

can attain.  

Dorothea finds Rosamond at home, her lovely face pale and cold. The two women have               

very little to recommend each to the other. Rosamond can only imagine Dorothea has returned               

out of spite and jealousy, and as she happens to be Lydgates benefactor, Rosamond feels doubly                

6 Faust: 2r Theil: Goethe, Faust, Part 2 (1832), 69-73. Used as the epigram to ch. 81, p.791 of Middlemarch 
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hateful toward her. However, Dorothea’s simple and yielding greeting makes Rosamond doubt            

her presupposition. Without a word they sit on two chairs close together, Rosamond ceasing to               

think “how anything would turn out - merely wondering what would come.”(81,793) 

It is a common theme for a character to misunderstand a situation and in this way ruin                 

themselves unnecessarily. It is also commonly expected that friendship cannot emerge between            

two women who feel for the same man. Dorothea does not know that she misunderstood the                

encounter between Rosamond and Ladislaw. She does not know that he was comforting             

Rosamond and explaining that he could never love her. Even without this knowledge she              

determines to do what a reader or viewer always wishes a character would have the strength to                 

do, especially since we rarely have the strength to do this goodness in our own lives. It is the                   

power to be open with those who have hurt us - and with those whom we do not expect will help                     

us. To do this act she has had to pour out her hopes of joy and silence her pain. This openness                     

frees her from looking into her future with passive indifference. It allows her to be active once                 

more.  

Dorothea begins to explain the errand she came to fulfill the day before. Speaking with               

frankness she becomes firm and cordial, pleading with Rosamond to have courage in her              

marriage - reminding her that there are many who believe in her husband's innocence and honor.                

“Trouble is so hard to bear, is it not? - how can we live and think that any one has trouble -                      

piercing trouble - and we could help them, and never try?”(81,795) Dorothea begins to lose               

herself in the ardour of her feeling, in speaking “from out the heart of her own trial to                   

Rosamond’s.”(Ibid) While aiding another she can not but slip into the memory of her own               

marriage, her own disappointments in finding what a husband is in the place of what she had                 

expected him to be. Unconsciously she lays her hand upon the little hand of Rosamond - and                 

Rosamond, overmastered by this touch of affection, bursts into sobs.  
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It is a crisis in Rosamond’s experience that not even Dorothea can imagine. “[Rosamond]              

was under the first great shock that had shattered her dream-world in which she had been easily                 

confident of herself and critical of others….her soul totter[ed] all the more with a sense that she                 

had been walking in an unknown world which had just broken in upon her.”(81, 796) This shock                 

has been working on Rosamond’s nerves since the day before when Dorothea rushed from the               

room, leaving her and Ladislaw alone. Neither Rosamond nor Will spoke for a long while, but                

when she touches his shoulder he hurls back words with a horrible “inclination to shatter her                

under his anger”(78,778). It would have been better to leave, but his anger was not of that quietly                  

settled sort. Rosamond, under these weapons, “was almost losing the sense of her identity, and               

seemed to be waking into some new terrible existence….she felt herself tottering in the midst as a                 

lonely bewildered consciousness.” (78,779-780) So one can now understand the complete           

confusion of soul when she finds herself crying and held by the very woman who caused her                 

such pain. The world of this small-town society girl is so punctured that she can not understand                 

her role any longer, a role that had previously been so clear and so high. She is so far from the                     

societal norms for which she was educated that she allows her emotions to be overwhelmed by                

the force of another. She begins, for the first time in her life, to inhabit the world of someone                   

else. 

Neither women now think about their behavior. Both have too much to grieve and are                

too surprised at having found support. In two very proud women, pride is broken down.   7

Rosamond ... hurried along in a new movement which gave all things some new,              
awful, undefined aspect - could find no words, but involuntarily she put her lips to               
Dorothea’s forehead which was very near her, and then for a minute the two women               
clasped each other as if they had been in a shipwreck. (81,797) 

 

7 “Pride was broken down between these two”. (81, 796) 
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There is something in this moment like coming home. When Odysseus returns to             

Penelope after so many years of doubt and suffering, Homer uses a simile of shipwrecked               

sailors, “swimming, with a thick scurf of salt coated upon them, and gladly they set foot on the                  

shore, escaping the evil;” This moment of the Odyssey shows the brilliant and sweet similarity               8

between Penelope and her lost husband. He, who is in actuality a shipwrecked sailor is finally                

washed home, but in this simile it is Penelope who is compared to that lost traveler and finds                  

home in Odysseus's arms. Between Rosamond and Dorothea there is no romantic feeling, there is               

no long awaited arrival. It is something more subtle - it is two women finding safety in each                  

other's embrace, both still covered in the thick salt of heartache and disappointment. Yet through               

each other they escape the evil of self-destruction, and are able to feel almost as one woman                 

united in their common suffering.  

Out of this feeling flows Rosamonds explanation. It is not a vindication of herself as one                

might expect, but the simple truth. She tells Dorothea what passed between her and Will the day                 

before, that she is the one to blame. 

In this small moment, Rosamond becomes heroic. It is not through her own power that               

she accomplishes such an act of generosity, but nonetheless she transforms Dorothea’s world.             

This act is a sort of reflex from Dorothea’s active love - a love that was so little concerned with                    

the preservation of its own happiness. As Rosamond moves forward in life she is not transformed                

into a different kind of person. She is still selfish and obstinate. She still sees her husband's                 

ambition as the gross medlings of a medical man. Yet she does remain faithful, and she always                 

remembers Dorothea with a kind of reverence.  

Dorothea went to this woman to help her, and in this she succeeded. What she did not                 

expect was such a moment of heroism which in turn would transform her own future - and                 

8 The Odyssey, Homer, Richmond Lattimore, Book XXIII, lines 237-238 
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perhaps her own vision of what it means to be useful. We might see it as a tragedy that                   

Rosamond remains in many ways the same - but it might also show us something about George                 

Eliot’s project. We expect that in moments of transformation, in moments when we might affect               

transformation, we ourselves are the ones who become newer, better people. Yet, more likely              

than not, we affect transformations in our neighbors lot. We make some decision, or are moved                

by a great, unexpected feeling, and change the course of some other existence - while we                

ourselves move forward with blundering steps.  

 
 
 
 
 

Part IV:  Reform and Resolve 
 

For there is no creature whose inward being is so strong that it is not greatly                
determined by what lies outside it.  

- Finale, 838 
 

There are many personalities we have not examined, which is well since if we did this                

paper would be the length of the novel itself. Yet there are some who still deserve attention                 

before I close. I would like to look briefly at Dr. Lydgate and Fred Vincy. These men present a                   

sort of contrast to each other, though they rarely meet. Fred is a dissolute young man whose only                  

certainties in life are pleasure, distaste for the clergy, and a strong love for Mary Garth. Mr.                 

Lydgate, on the other hand, has wished to become a medical man from his childhood. His                

ambitions are strong and particular: he hopes to discover the universal tissue that makes up               

human organisms. As he plods toward this discovery, he hopes to reform the medical practise,               

making it less dogmatic, and thus more scientific and respectable. 

Why look at the ambitions of these two men? It is to understand who they are before                 

marriage. The choice of who they marry - which is not entirely their own - changes thier                 
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professional course. Lydgate, who previously thought of women in the same vein as furniture and               

adornment, discovered that a wife is something much more active than a chair. The woman he                

chose, educated to be the dream of a generation back, is the antithesis to science and progress.                 

However, this choice cannot be wondered at, for though his medical ideals soar beyond his time,                

his notions about woman and marriage are sadly weighted. This doomed union destroys his              

admirable ambitions. He does eventually succeed in gaining an excellent practise, writing a             

“treatise on Gout, a disease which had a good deal of money on its side.”(finale,834) but his true                  

dreams of reform are gone.  

Fred, a man from whom we expect little in way of profession, becomes a respectable and                

hardworking farmer. Rather than inheriting the land of Mr. Featherstone, he works it until he has                

bought the stock and furniture. This diligence and hard economy is no doubt the influence of                

Mary Garth. She is a practical, affectionate, and sardonic woman who cares little for beauty since                

she never had any extraordinary store of it.  

The fates of these two men are not so hard to understand. The realm of masculine                

professionalism has little padding to avoid feminine influence. It is not until the domestic world is                

seen for its noble character, and then quickly reformed, will a man like Lydgate affect real                

change. Fred and Mary see the nobility and hardship in creating a life together. Mary is not so                  

naive as to think one can marry without discussing economy, without carefully considering             

whether this other person is worthy of your commitment. She has always loved Fred, but she will                 

not let her passion destroy her future or his. Though Mr. Farebrother is undoubtedly the more                

worthy and respectable man, if Fred can prove himself to be a hard worker who does not make                  

himself ridiculous, Mary will love him with unrestraint; for he has always loved her best.  

Mr. Farebrother is perhaps the only man in Middlemarch who understands sacrifice, and             

its remarkable power to transform. Without his friendship and patience, Mary and Fred could not               
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have lived the life they did. The rest of the characters who affect this kind of sacrificial                 

transformation are women. I do not mean to suggest that sacrifice marks a natural division               

between men and women, but that in 1830’s England, sacrifice is one of the only moments when                 

women can become like heroes. We see this heroism in Mrs. Bulstrode when her husband is                

disgraced, in Mary Garth, as well as in her mother Mrs. Garth, for the well-being of their family,                  

in Dorothea for the happiness of a woman she does not know, and finally in Rosamond’s                

momentary sacrifice of pride to Dorothea.  

These small moments of personal transformation do not reform parliament or gain the             

women’s vote. They do not bring us closer to discovering the universal tissue or present the most                 

effective mode of political economy, yet they do hold power. Their influence is quiet and               

diffusive, like a stream that has broke from its grander parent. What kind of greatness exists in                 

these acts? It is something like the belief Dorothea once pronounced - that by believing in what                 

is perfectly good, even if you do not know what it is, you widen the skirts of light. But here it is                      

not just a belief, it is an act.  

Both Dorothea and Mrs. Bulstrode, in moments when their ideal world falls by their feet,               

look to new garments for strength. They comb their hair, and let new clothes speak of their moral                  

transformation. This might seem like a superficial offering, but it is a reminder that one cannot                

hold a new and terrible realization within oneself as a mere belief. One needs some outward help                 

in strengthening resolve; for without a strong resolve activity is deadened, neither sacrifice nor              

reform is possible. Both women, when they adorn themselves bury a private joy. With this small                

outward change they prepare a future for themselves in which they are no longer the centers -                 

and use this grief as strength to help another.  

Again, I must ask what these small sacrifices mean for a woman as passionate as               

Dorothea - for a person who had such thoughts for greatness and ideal goodness. What               
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comparison can a short moment between two women on a sofa, crying into each other's arms and                 

losing themselves in the sad comfort of the other, have to a great deed like the founding of Rome                   

or the burning of Moscow. The reader might wish that Dorothea spent her widowhood devoted to                

her own great cause. Freed from marriage and masculine injunctions, she could have wielded her               

small fortune to devise the best good for those around her. What woman in her time could have                  

more power than a young, beautiful, and rich widow? Yet she does not do this. She gives up her                   

fortune and power to marry Will Ladislaw, she takes that terrible codicil and makes it her                

prophecy. With Will she moves to London and becomes a wife and mother. She guides him in                 

his political campaigns for parliament, but she herself does not rule. She becomes, in fellowship               

with many other women, the underbelly of the professional world - swaying the nation one way                

or another with no personal recognition. This is where the seeds of reform germinate.  

Her full nature, like that river of which Cyrus broke the strength, spent itself in               
channels which had no great name on earth. But the effect of her being on those around                 
her was incalculably diffusive: for the growing good of the world is partly dependent on               
unhistoric acts; and that things are not so ill with you and me as they might have been, is                   
half owing to the number who lived faithfully a hidden life, and rest in unvisited tombs.                
(Finale, 838) 

 
What does this slow diffusive effect with which the world grows better mean for great               

reform? Was there ever such a thing? Were all great deeds only the tenuous growth of many                 

lives and and random decision? Yet there are some who lived to do this work. There are some we                   

look back to and yearn to say - ‘you - you were great!’. But a modern day Theresa “will hardly                    

have the opportunity of reforming a conventional life, any more than a new Antigone will spend                

her heroic piety in daring all for the sake of a brother’s burial: the medium in which their ardent                   

deeds took shape is forever gone.” (Finale, 838) But can we say the 1830’s were simply a time in                   

which greatness could not take shape? No, I think we must say something different - that                

Dorothea’s peculiar passion was ill met by an imperfect social state that mistook great feeling for                
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error and great faith for illusion. In so many ways Dorothea’s life was not what it could have                  

been. She desired more, and though her love for Will was “stronger than any impulse that could                 

have marred it” (Finale, 835), that love was not all her soul had room for. Even in that statement is                    

the reality that other impulses were present, that she never sacrificed her ideal longing.  

In our own time, almost 200 years after Dorothea’s story, one might wonder if her life                

would have become something different. Would greater opportunity have saved Dorothea? The            

answer to this question is unclear. How much do the constraints of our time and social                

surroundings hinder us? Or are we eroded by forces that will never change? The choice of whom                 

we marry, whom we love, what our friends do, or how our sister treats us, are forces that will                   

never leave a social world, and will always make a web in which we crawl.  

But we insignificant people with our daily words and acts are preparing the lives              
of many Dorotheas, some of which may present a far sadder sacrifice than that of the                
Dorothea whose story we know. (Finale, 838)  

 
The growing good of the world is dependent on unhistoric acts. These acts are our words                

and deeds - they will not be remembered but they will have an effect. This slow spreading                 

goodness, like the widening skirts of light, help us read the end of this story with an affirming                  

sigh. It is due to these acts that we ourselves are better than we might have been - they hold                    

within them a bright promise. Yet this last moment is not pure. These other Dorotheas may                

present a far sadder sacrifice than the one we know - yet this does not mean that our Dorothea                   

was happy, merely that her lot could have been worse. By the end of her novel, George Eliot has                   

forced our coarse emotions to feel a keen sense of unease, only possible by having heightened                

our sensibilities to that very fact of frequency. She presents a happy notion of the world growing                 

brighter, but with it the many lives crumpled in its wake by the tiny tragedies that make up                  

ordinary life. She puts us between two feelings, one hopeful and one tragic, and if we stay too                  

long, we wither from “that roar which lies on the other side of silence.” 
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